
Professional Finishing

FineCoat 9900

The most powerful unit in its class thanks
to the 5-stage turbine

Incomparably fine spray pattern

light and compact

Low pressure spraying unit

Quality
        Offensive!
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0 light and compact  with practical details

The gun is build to be 

ergonomic and 
light and lies comfor-

tably in the hand.

Fast cleaning on the 
filter without tools. Take out 

the filter, simply blow or tap it out 

and refit.

With the low-pressure air technique the paint ma-

terial is atomised using large quantities of air, which 

are at a low pressure (up to 0.7 bar) compared to 

high pressure air spraying. Water based paints and 

lacquers with a high solids content, which are incre-

asingly being used, are powerfully applied thanks to 

the 5-stage turbine.

With the high working speed of the FineCoat 9900 

units, even major painting jobs can be done quickly 

and efficiently. The minimal overspray with the low 

pressure air technique also allows environmentally 

friendly and economical spraying.

the most powerful unit

Quick-release coupling 

with integral swivel link for 

fast connection of 

the gun to the air hose.

You can regulate the air 

flow rate and the paint 

material flow rate direct-

ly on the gun in only 
one movement.

low pressure spraying 
unit - compact and  
powerful with an out-
standingly fine spray 
pattern - especially with 
water-based paints. The 
alternative to paint with 
brush and roller.

Turbine air

Pressure build up in
1 litre paint reservoir

The material is atomi-
sed at low pressure 
and high air flow rate



FineCoat 9900light and compact  with practical details

Practical rest for the 

gun. During breaks in work 

and when transporting, the 

gun can be safely accomo-

dated on the unit.

Ultra-powerful thanks

to the 5-stage turbine.

The spray jet can be  

set precisely to the  
subject with one movement 

directly on the gun.

■  Wide spectrum of use indoors and out 
  light to handle
   Gentle application of decorative  

materials such as multi-coloured effects
  Productive with a time saving of over 60 % 

compared to brush and roller
  A 40 % saving in paint material in comparison 

to high-pressure spraying

All water thinned and solvent based materials can be applied 

undiluted, or if required adjusted to spraying viscosity: primers, 

impregnation agents, stains, lacquers, clear lacquers, coloured 

lacquers, rust proofing paints, radiator paints, textured paints, 

hammer finish, multi-coloured effects and many more.

Spray jet width adjustmentFlat jet horizontal, vertical and round jet

FineCoat 9900 delivery specification:
- FineCoat 9900 turbine 
-  FineCoat gun (with 1 litre cup, No. 4 nozzle set and nozzle key)
- 7.5 m hose pack inc. quick release coupling adaptor

Article No. 0524 002

Technical data  FineCoat 9900 
Turbine 5 stage

Voltage 230 V, 50/60 Hz

Power  1500 watt

Dynamic pressure 0.68 bar

Reservoir capacity   1 litres

Weight 15 kg



Versatile for repair work, redecoration contracts,
wall decoration, larger surfaces and small batch painting  

With each newly purchased professional spraying unit  
you will get a 3 year manufacturer´s guarantee from  
WAGNER. This is unique in the industry. Ensure two additi- 
onal years of guarantee with your Online registration.  
Because: We are convinced of our professional quality.  
Take our word for it!

Quality Offensive!
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FineCoat 9900 PC
   Powerful enough got large surfaces thanks  

to the 9.5 litre pressurised paint tank
  Mobile for flexible use
 Large radius of action
 Practical stowage compartments
   Convenient transport due to 

push-in telescopic handle
   Automatic shut-off for gentle  

working

All water thinned and solvent based materials can be applied

undiluted, or if required adjusted to spraying viscosity: primers,

impregnation agents, stains, lacquers, clear lacquers, coloured

lacquers, rust proofing paints, radiator paints, textured paints,

hammer finish, multi-coloured effects and many more.

FineCoat 9900 Power Cart delivery specification
- Cart complete
- FineCoat 9900 turbine
- FineCoat gun (with No. 4 nozzle set and nozzle key)
- Pressure tank complete with regulator
- 9 m hose pack
- Tools

Article No. 2302 281

Technical data  FineCoat 9900 PC
Turbine 5 stage

Voltage 230 V, 50/60 Hz

Power  1500 watt

Dynamic pressure 0.68 bar

Reservoir capacity    9.5 litres

Weight 45 kg



Professional Finishing

Versatile for repair work, redecoration contracts,
wall decoration, larger surfaces and small batch painting  
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FineCoat Accessories

Together with the nozzle and the spray unit, 
the gun is the core item in any spraying pro-
cess. Thanks to the optimal setting facilities 
for the spray jet it achieves perfect results 
every time. 

0277 035    Spray gun for FineCoat 9900 
+ 1 litre pressurised cup, inc. 
nozzle set No. 4, nozzle key 

The basic FC 9900 unit can be converted 
into an FC 9900 Power Cart unit at any 
time with the power cart. Ideal for use 
on larger surfaces and for small batch 
painting.
 
0524 001  FineCoat Power Cart 
 
(Illustrations show basic FC 9900 unit with
power cart)

With the radiator extension nozzle even  
hard to reach places can be coated easily
and quickly.

0261 020   Radiator extension nozzle  
RN 30, 30 cm

0261 026  Blower nozzle for blowing 
off sanding dust

RADIATOR EXTENSION

The right nozzle for every application.
Choose your suitable nozzle from our com-
prehensive nozzle sets – consisting of air
cap, nozzle and needle. 

0276 254   Spray nozzle set No. 2 
( 0.8 mm)

0276 227    Spray nozzle set No. 3  
( 1.3 mm)

0276 228  Spray nozzle set No. 4 
( 1.8 mm)

0276 229  Spray nozzle set No. 5  
( 2.2 mm)

0276 245  Spray nozzle set No.. 6 
( 2.5 mm)

0276 211  Spray nozzle set No. 7  
( 2.7 mm)

0261 021  Spray nozzle set No. 8  
( 3.0 mm)

0261 022  Spray nozzle set No. 9  
( 4.0 mm)

NOzzlE SETS

With the top reservoir spray lance, liquid
coarse fibres, mottled textures or plasters
are given a good, uniform surface. Ideal too
for producing patterned surfaces. 

0261 024   WSL 60 top reservoir spray  
lance 

0261 023 WSL 50 spray lance
0261 027  Air control valve for WSL 50/60 

spray lance
0261 460 Air cap d = 9 mm 
0261 461 Air cap d = 12 mm
0261 462 Air cap d = 14.5 mm
0261 470 Nozzle d = 3 mm* 
0261 463 Nozzle d = 4 mm*
0261 464 Nozzle d = 6 mm*
0261 465 Nozzle d = 8 mm*
0261 466 Nozzle d = 10 mm*
0261 469 Nozzle d = 12 mm*

* = for WSL 50/60

TOP RESERVOIR SPRAY lANCE

Tidied up and out of the way. You can
conveniently hang the practical 2 litre
remote pressure reservoir on the scaffol 
ding. 
 
0524 232 2 litre remote pressure reservoir

REMOTE PRESSURE RESERVOIR

Our air hoses including quick coupling 
fastener are available in different lenghts for 
multiple application areas.

0276 233 Air hose 4,5 m
0276 234 Air hose 7,5 m
0261 255   Hose pack complete, 8.2 m, 

DN10 (air and material)
0277 920 Hose, flexible length 60 cm

HOSES AND HOSE WAND

GUNS

POWER CART

With each newly purchased professional spraying unit  
you will get a 3 year manufacturer´s guarantee from  
WAGNER. This is unique in the industry. Ensure two additi- 
onal years of guarantee with your Online registration.  
Because: We are convinced of our professional quality.  
Take our word for it!

Quality Offensive!
J. Wagner GmbH
D-88677 Markdorf

T. +49 (0)7544-505.664
F. +49 (0)7544-505.155

J. Wagner Ges. m.b.H.
A-2333 Leopoldsdorf

T. +49 (0)7544-505.687
F. +49 (0)7544-505.155

J. Wagner AG
CH-9450 Altstätten/SG

T. +41 (0)71-757 22 11
F. +41 (0)71-757 23 23 www.wagner-group.com/profi


